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ABSTRACT
Precision reducer is one of the key parts of an industrial robot,
which generally incorporates cycloidal planetary drive.
Engagement of the cycloidal wheel and the pins causes rolling
friction between the wheel and the pins as well as sliding
friction between the pins and the pin housing in the traditional
cycloidal transmission of the reducer. In this paper, we present
a new kind of design to make the pins and the pin housing a
whole structure, thereby the cost of manufacturing and
assembly can be significantly reduced. And in this new
structure, we only need to consider sliding friction between the
cycloidal wheel and the unibody of the pins and pin housing.
The difference between the new structure and the conventional
structure in the meshing properties was given. In addition, we
used finite element method to analyze the friction and contact
stress between the cycloidal wheel and the pins in the actual
working condition, and compared it with the traditional
structure. The simulation results proved the feasibility of the
new structure and provided a theoretical basis for further design
and manufacturing of this new kind of cycloidal planetary drive
structure.
1 INTRODUCTION
Cycloidal planetary drive generally uses cycloidal wheel and
pins to achieve the transmission and is widely used in robots,
aerospace, CNC machines and other fields. RV (Rotate Vector)
reducer is a typical type of cycloidal drive which is composed
of the former planetary gear reducer and the rear cycloid
reducer. It has a lot of advantages, such as small size, light
weight, large reduction ratio, long life, stable stability, high
efficiency and smooth transmission.
In the cycloidal planetary drive, meshing transmission is
achieved by the rolling friction between the cycloidal wheel
and pins as well as sliding friction between pins and pin
housing. Because manufacturing and assembly precision are
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hard to satisfy, there is usually a gap between the pin housing
and the pins. The gap causes vibration and noise.
Chui-Fan Hsieh [1] proposed a nonpin cycloidal gear housing
design for the structural improvement of the cycloidal planetary
drive. Caichao ZHU et al. [2] proposed a new type of fixed
shaft cycloidal drive, because of the shortcomings of the
cycloid wheel drive. A prototype is manufactured and the
efficiency experiment is carried out on the test bed. Jingya LIU
et al. [3] proposed a novel cycloidal actuator, and its meshing
characteristics were analyzed. This new cycloid-driven
conjugate gear pair consists of an external cycloidal gear and an
internal ring gear. The new cycloid driver of this arc gear is also
a cycloidal planetary drive without a pin. Xin Li et al. [4]
proposed a new cycloid reducer that uses a double crank-ring
cycloidal drive to deliver greater torque than a typical existing
planetary cycloid driver. Mirko Blagojevic et al. [5] made a
new design for the traditional cycloid reducer, and proposed a
new two-stage cycloid reducer, in each level there is a cycloid,
which means the structure is more compact. Hidetsugu Terada
[6] proposed a new type of cycloidal ball reducer, which can
achieve no gap transmission, and gives a new type of reducer
movement principle and contour calculation method. In the
effort to improve the design, the researchers have also
discussed other aspects, including the force distribution
calculation on the cycloidal components, the power loss and the
theoretical mechanical efficiency [7-9]. There are some studies
focused on the dynamic behavior of cycloid reducers in
Kahraman's research [10].
In this paper, we propose a new type of cycloidal planetary
reducer whose structure holds the pins on the pin housing.
Using digital virtual prototyping technology and multi-rigid
body dynamics technology we give 3D modeling and dynamic
simulation analysis of the new structure. The simulation results
show the new structure has almost same transmission
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performance and small contact force compared with the
traditional cycloidal planetary reducer.
2 CYCLOIDAL PLANETARY DRIVE THEORIES
2.1 Cycloidal Tooth Profile Generation Principle
As shown in Figure 1, when a rolling circle with radius r
performs pure rolling on basic circle with radius R , the
rotating angle of the rolling circle around the center of the basic
circle Oa is represented by y . The trace of a point

M

a
b

M

on the

rolling circle generates a curve. The cycloidal profile is the

ra

equidistant curve of the former curve with the distance rz , and
the rz is also the radius of the pin. All the pins evenly

R

A . The number of pins Z b
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When one tooth profile formed, the rotating angle
rolling circle is calculated below.
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Figure. 1 The generation principle of cycloidal tooth profile

2.2 Torque of Cycloidal Wheel Transmission
As shown in Figure 2, the output shaft torque of the RV reducer
is represented by M v , because two cycloidal wheels work at
the same time, so the torque on one piece of cycloidal wheel
M a is:

Ma = Mv / 2

(5)
Pins

a
(2)
Parametric equation of practical cycloidal tooth profile is
derived as follows.

x = x0 + rz cos g

r

is

more than that of the cycloidal wheel teeth Z a by 1.
Parametric equation of theoretical cycloidal tooth profile is
derived as follows:

K1

Ob
A

distributed around a circle with center Ob and radius Rz .The
distance between Oa and Ob is

Oa

(3)

Eccentric shaft

Output plate

Sun gear
Ma

Where, g represents the angle between Line

AM and x-axis,
and Line AM is the tangent of the circle with the center Oa
and radius Ra .

Cycloidal wheel

Mv

Oa
Planet gear

Its sine function and cosine function are derived as follows.

cos g =
sin g =

K1 sin Z by - sin y
1 + K12 - 2 K1 cos Z by
- K1 cos Z by + cosy
1 + K - 2 K1 cos Z by
2
1

Pin housing

(4)

Figure. 2 Scheme of cycloidal planetary drive

M a acts on the rotation center Oa of the cycloidal wheel.
Taking into account the cycloidal wheel and pin manufacturing
error and the installation error of the pins, unevenly load
distribution happens on the two cycloidal wheels, so we
generally increase M a by 10%, that is

M a = 0.55 M v

(6)

2.3 Meshing Force between the Pins and Cycloidal Wheel
As shown in Figure 3, assuming that the pins are fixed, under

M a , due to elastic deformation, the cycloidal
wheel turns a very small angle b clockwise. On the right side
the torque

of Y-axis, the pins have a tendency to leave the cycloidal wheel,
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and there is no meshing force between each other. On the left
side of Y-axis, the pins and cycloidal wheel mesh together to
achieve transmission, force and reaction force exists between
them.

Pmax =4 M a / ra Z b
By solving the △M i Ob P , we obtain

M2

ra sin q bi Rz

li =

Y

(13)

.

Rz 2 + rb 2 -2 Rz rb cos qbi .
Where q bi is the angle between M i Ob and Y axis.

M1
P

(14)

Substitute equation (14) to equation (10), we obtain,

Pi

lmax =r a

Mi

Pmax sin q bi Rz

Pi =

Rz + rb 2 -2 Rz rb cos qbi .
2

When the reducer outputs assumed torque, the pin force
situation is shown in Figure 4.

A

x
Rz
rb

(15)

Pin force

ra

250

Ma

Figure. 3 Schematic diagram of the force in the process of cycloidal
wheel and pins meshing

The force that the pin with number
wheel is

i

acts on the cycloidal

Pi , and the elastic deformation of the pin with number

is defined as d i (including the bending deformation of the
pin and the contact deformation of the meshing point)

i

d i = li b
Where

(7)

li is the vertical distance from Oa to Pi .

Considering the engaging force characteristics,
proportional to

di .

When

is

(8)

K is a constant.
li = ra , li reaches the maximum value, at the same time

li also reaches the maximum value Pmax .

Pmax = Kra b
So, we can derive

(9)

Pi as follows.

(10)
Pi = Pmax ·/li ra
Considering the moment balance, we can see that the torque
transmitted by the cycloidal wheel is equal to the torque of the
pins acting on the cycloidal wheel.
Zb

M a = 邋Pli i =
i =1

Zb

Solve
i =1

Pmax
ra

Zb
i =1

li 2

(11)

li 2 , we obtain
Zb

1
li 2 = Z b ra 2
4
i =1
.

So,
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Figure.4 Force of pins and cycloidal wheel engagement

3
DYNAMIC
SIMULATION
OF
CYCLOIDAL
PLANETARY DRIVE MODEL
3.1 Prototype Design of the Cycloid Planetary Reducer
We designed the gear ratio of the reducer of 121, assuming the
input speed of 1815 r / min, the output load of 167 N.m.
For the cycloidal wheel and pin housing, Rz is 100mm, A is

Pi = K d i = Kli b
Where

Pi

Force (N)
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200

(12)

1mm, and rz is 2 mm. For the sun gear and planetary gear, the
gear modulus is 1.5mm, and gear pressure angle is 20 °.
The new cycloidal planetary reducer with nonpin structure is
constructed in 3D software, and reducer with pin structure is
also modeled for comparison purpose. The models of the two
types of reducer are shown in Figure 5-8.
Table 1 Design of the gears
Type of gear
Cycloidal
Pin
Sun
Planetar
wheel
housing gear
y gear
Number of tooth
39
40
9
27
After the model is established, it is necessary to carry out part
interference check, including static interference detection and
dynamic interference detection. If there is interference, then
adjust the parts until there is no part interference.

Figure. 8 Reducer with pin structure design (exploded view)
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Figure. 5 Reducer with nonpin structure design (front view)

Figure. 6 Reducer with nonpin structure design (exploded view)

Figure. 7 Reducer with pin structure design (front view)
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The new designed cycloidal planetary reducer is shown in
Figure 5 (front view) and Figure 6 (exploded view). The
cycloid planetary reducer with pins is used as a reference model
and shown in Figure 7 (front view) and Figure 8 (exploded
view). The two type of reducer has the same parameters.
3.2 Dynamic Simulation of Virtual Prototype of Cycloidal
Planetary Reducer
In order to improve the simulation speed of the model, the RV
reducer model is simplified without affecting the system
analysis results. We remove the bearings, bearing frames and all
tiny features such as chamfering, fillet, etc. The gears are
replaced by cylinders.
In 3D model, we set the material properties of steel, the friction
coefficient of 0.05. Set the input speed to 1815 r/min and apply
a load torque of 167 N.m.
For the nonpin structure, the import entity contains 10 rigid
body parts. 4 Fixed Joints are added to the model. The pin
housing is fixed to the ground to simulate the installation of the
reducer. The planet carrier is fixed to the output plate to
simulate the bolt connection and cone positioning pin
connection. The planet gear is fixed to the eccentric shaft to
simulate the spline connection. 8 Rotation Joints are also added
to the model to simulate the rotation relationship between sun
gear and planet carrier, planet gear and planet carrier, planet
carrier and pin housing, as well as eccentric shaft and cycloidal
wheel. 2 Gear Joints are added to the sun gear and planet gear.
2 Contact Forces are added to the two cycloidal wheels and pin
housing. Finally angular velocity is input to drive the sun gear,
and load is added to the output plate in the form of torque. The
input speed and load are used to simulate the actual working
condition of the designed reducer.
For the pin structure system. The import entity is represented
by 50 rigid body parts. 4 Fixed Joints, 48 Rotation Joints, 2
Gear Joints, 80 Contacts are added to the model. The difference
between the pin structure model and the nonpin structure lies in
that there are 40 pins which contact with the pin housing and
rotate in the groove of the cycloidal wheel and the pin housing.
According to the above constraints, force, drive and load as
well as the degree of freedom of the reducer model, the analysis
type is automatically selected. The end time is set as 5 s, steps
is set as 500.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The dynamic simulation results of the key components such as
sun gear, planet gear, cycloidal wheel and output plate of the
nonpin and pin structure are shown in Figure 9-12.
From Figure 9-12, we can see that the nonpin structure has a
slight velocity fluctuation, but is basically the same with the pin
structure. Reduction ratio is calculated by the angular velocity
of the sun gear and the output plate and both the reduction ratio
of the two types of structure is 121.
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Figure. 9 Angular velocity of the sun gear with nonpin & pin design

Figure. 12 Angular velocity of the output plate with nonpin & pin
design
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Figure. 10 Angular velocity of the planet gear with nonpin & pin
design

The designed reducer has two pieces of cycloidal wheels, the
one near the output plate is numbered as the 1 st, and the other is
numbered as the 2nd, in order to describe the simulation results.
And for the nonpin structure the pin number means the
corresponding position of the same pin number in the pin
structure.
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180
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Figure 13 shows the curve of contact force change between pin
1 and the two cycloidal wheels of the designed nonpin
structure. Figure 14 shows the curve of contact force change
between pin 1 and the two cycloidal wheels of the traditional
pin structure. From the two figures, we can see that the force
magnitude of the nonpin structure is a little smaller than the pin
structure. Figure 15 and Figure 16 show the curves of the force
change of pin 1, pin 2 and pin 3 between the 1st cycloidal
wheel. Contact force of every pin in the nonpin structure is
smaller than the pin structure.
Because there is a gap between the pins and the pin housing in
the pin structure, when the cycloidal gears rotate at high speed,
the pins swing slightly due to the continuous engagement and
collision. Therefore, the pin structure has a higher contact force,
which reduces transmission performance.
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Figure. 11 Angular velocity of the cycloidal wheel with nonpin & pin
design
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Figure. 13 Contact force between the pin 1 and the 1st cycloidal wheel
and the 2nd cycloidal wheel of the nonpin structure
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Figure. 14 Contact force between the pin 1 and the 1st cycloidal wheel
and the 2nd cycloidal wheel of the pin structure
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Table 2 Mechanical properties
Elastic
Poisson’s
Density(kg/m3)
modulus(GPa)
ratio
208
0.295
7870

Pin
housing
Cycloidal
208
0.295
7870
wheel
The material of cycloidal wheel is the same as pin housing, and
the contact type is the surface contact of soft body to soft body.
When creating a contact pair, the convex surface should be
selected as the contact surface and the concave surface should
be the target surface. So pin surface was selected for as the
contact surface, while cycloidal wheel surface was defined as
the target surface. The contact pair setting is show in Table 3.
The partial magnification of contact pair is shown in Figure 18.
Constraint boundary conditions for cycloidal drive are shown in
Figure 19.
The calculated contact stress distribution of the pin housing and
cycloidal wheel is shown in Figure 20. It can be seen from the
stress distribution cloud diagram that the stress concentration
occurred at the eccentric shaft installation holes on the
cycloidal wheel, and the contact point on pin housing is also the
dangerous part.
Table 3 Contact pair settings
Type
Behavior
Formulation
Interface
treatment
Frictionless Auto
Augmented
Adjust
to
Asymmetric
Lagrange
touch
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Figure. 15 Contact force between the cycloidal wheel and pin 1 to 3 of
the nonpin structure
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Figure. 16 Contact force between the cycloidal wheel and pin 1 to 3 of
the pin structure

Finite element analysis is used here to give a stress simulation
of the second stage of this nonpin structure drive. The
mechanical properties of the materials are listed in Table 2.
Cycloidal wheel tooth profile is a special curve with high
precision, so a small grid of 0.8 mm was used in the meshing of
cycloidal wheel and pin, and the mesh type is mixed with
tetrahedron and hexahedron. The finite element model is
discretized into 451956 nodes and 57800 elements as shown in
Figure 17.
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Figure. 18 The partial magnification of contact pair
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The pin contact stress distribution is shown in Figure 21. A total
of 20 pins are in contact with the cycloidal wheel, which is the
same as the theoretical engagement. The maximum contact
stress appears in the fourth pin. Its value is 45.96 MPa, which is
much smaller than the allowable contact stress of the material
650 MPa, so it meets the contact strength requirement. The
difference between the finite element calculation and the theory
is because nonlinear factors caused by bearing holes and center
holes on cycloidal wheel. But the stress distribution trend is
substantially consistent with the ideal elastic linear contact
theory.
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Figure. 21 Pin contact stress distribution

Figure. 19 Constraint boundary conditions

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we proposed a new type of cycloidal planetary
reducer with a pins and pin housing integral structure.
A systematic dynamics analysis model of this new type of
cycloidal speed reducer was developed and then the effects of
the pin and nonpin designs on the speed reducer’s dynamics
performance were compared. The new nonpin structure has
almost the same speed and transmission ratio to meet the
transmission requirements. The peak value of the contact force
in the nonpin structure is smaller than that of the pin structure
due to the continuous engagement of the collision between the
pins and pin housing. On the other hand, through the stress
analysis, it is concluded that the peak value of the contact stress
of the nonpin structure is much smaller than the allowable
contact stress of the material, which satisfies the strength
requirement.
In general, the nonpin structure has some advantages, such as
pin housing and cycloidal wheel in good contact state,
symmetrical contact stress distribution, no tooth profile
eccentricity. The feasibility of this type of nonpin structure is
proved by simulation study.
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Figure. 20 Contact stress distribution of the pin housing and cycloidal
wheel
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